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ON APPLICATION OF FOURIER-WIENER
TRANSFORM TO THE LOCAL LIMIT THEOREM

IN A HILBERT SPACE
Abstract

Let on the Hilbert space X be given two measures �0 and �, moreover �0 is aGoursat measure, and � is absolutely continuous relative to �0 with the densityfrom L2 (X;�0). Let f (n) (x) be a density of n-fold convolution ��n relativelyto �0. The conditions are given when f (n) (x) is converges in L2 (X;�0) asn!1.
1. Introduction. In this paper densities of convoluted distributions absolutelycontinuous with respect to some Gaussian measure in a Hilbert space are studied.We can regard the obtained result on convergence in quadratic sequence of densitiesas analogue of classical local limit theorem. The fact is that there are no measureshaving all the properties of Lebesque measure in Hilbert space, therefore the usedapparatus of inversion formula essentially di�ers from classical one, and as sequence,local theorems in classical formulation can not be transferred to in�nite-dimensionalcase. In this paper one representation of densities by characteristic functional con-structed by Skorokhod [1], theory of Fourier-Wiener transformation developed byKameron and Martin [4], [5], [6] in the space of continuous functions [2] and trans-ferred to Hilbert space in [2] are used.
2. Notation, de�nitions and the known facts. Let X be a separableHilbert space with scalar product (x; y) ; x; y 2 X. Let two measures �0 and � begiven on �-algebra of Borel sets, where �0 is Gaussian measure with characteristic

functional, '0 (z) = exp��12 (Bz; z)
� and � is absolutely continuous with respect

to �0 with the density f (x) and characteristic functional.
' (z) = R ei(z;x)�dx = R ei(z;x)f (x)�0 (dx) :

Let X and X be completions of X in metric, generated by scalar prod-uct (x; y) = (Bx; y) and (x; y) = (Sx; y) respectively, where S is some pos-itive symmetric operator in X with �nite trace. In [1] it is shown that on Xthere exists the Gaussian measure ��0 with the characteristic functional '�0 (z) =
exp��12 �B�1z; z�� ; z 2 B1=2X and

f (x) = limn!1 exp�12 �B�1Pnx; Pnx�
� R

X
e�i(Pnx;Pnz) ' (Pnz)'0 (Pnz)��0 (dz) ; (1)

where the convergence is almost everywhere with respect to measure �0, and Pn isan operator of orthogonal designing on in�nite-dimensional subspace Xn stretchedto �rst n eigen vectors of the operator B. From constructions in [1] it follows thatexpression after sign lim in the right hand side of (1) is f (Pnx).
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From [3], [4], [5] we cite the facts which in the case of the Hilbert space L2 (X;�0)are look like as: the class of "entire analytic" functions is chosen in L2 (X;�0). Theseare such functions f (x) 2 L2 (X;�0), where f (x+ �y) is entire analytic with respectto complex variable � for any �xed x; y 2 X extendable on complexi�cation of X.For the functions from this class the Fourier-Wiener transformation

f̂ (z) = R
X
f �p2x+ iz��0 (dx)

is determined and the Plancherel equality
R jf (x)j2 �0 (dx) = R ���f̂ (z)���2 �0 (dz) (2)

holds.This transformation is extended on all L2 (X;�0) with equality (2). We alsowill denote by f̂ (z) the Fourier-Wiener transformation for any function f (x) 2L2 (X;�0).The following expansions hold
f (x) = l:i:mN!1fN (x) ; f̂ (z) = l:i:mN!1f̂N (z) ;

where
fN (x) = NP

0 A �mN	 �mN (x) ; f̂N (z) =P
0 ij �mN jA �mN	 �mN (z) ;

A �mN = R f (x)	 �mN (x)�0 (dx) ; �mN = (m1m2:::mN )
mi = 0; 1; 2; :::; N; j �mN j = NP

k=1mk and the summation is conducted on all co-
ordinates of the vector �mN . Here 	 �mN (x) is Fourier-Hermite polynomial and isdetermined as follows

	 �mp (x) = 	m1m2:::mp (x) = �1m1 (x) �2m2 (x) :::�pmp (x) ;
�kmk (x) = Hmk [(x; ek) =�k]pmk!�k ; Hm (u) = (�1)m e�u2

2�
dmdum e�u2

2�

where feig and f�ig are systems of eigen elements and eigen numbers of the operatorB respectively. The equality 	̂ �mN (z) = ij �mN j	 �mN (z) holds.We now introduce some operations and quantities whose studying is the goal ofthis paper.Denote by ��n0 and ��n n-fold convolutions of measure �0 and �, respectively.It is clear that ��n is absolutely continuos with respect to ��n0 .The characteristic functions of the measures ��n0 and ��n are equal to ['0 (z)]nand [' (z)]n, respectively. The characteristic function of the measure ��n0 (�=pn) isequal to
�'0 �z=pn��n =

�exp��12 �Bz=pn; z=pn�
��n = exp��12 (Bz; z)

� :
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It means that ��n0 (�=pn) = �0 (�) for any n � 1. Hence, ��n (�=pn) is absolutelycontinuous with respect to �0 for any n � 1. Denote by f (n) (x) density ��n (�=pn)with respect to �0. Then by de�nition�' �z=pn��n = R ei(z;x)f (n) (x)�0 (dx) : (3)
In [3] it is shown that

' (z)'0 (z) = f̂ (Bz) ; z 2 X (4)
Hence, it follows hat

[' (z=pn)]n'0 (z) = � ' (z=pn)'0 (z=pn)
�n = �f̂ �Bzpn

��n ; z 2 X (5)
On the other hand from (3) and (4) it follows that

[' (z=pn)]n'0 (z) = hf̂n (Bz)in ; z 2 X (6)
Then form (5) and (6) it follows

hf̂n (Bz)in = �f̂ �Bzpn
��n ; z 2 X

Inversion formula (1) for density f (n) (x) gets the form
f (n) (x) = limN!1 exp e 1

2(B�1Pnx;Pnx) R
X

e�i(Pnx;Pnz) �f̂ �BPnzpn
��n ��0 (dz) : (7)

and for any n � 1 and N � 1 the Plancherel equalities
R ���f (n) (x)���2 �0 (dx) = R ���hf̂ �z=pn�in���2 �0 (dz) (8)

R ���f (n) (PNx)���2 �0 (dx) = R ���hf̂ �PNz=pn�in���2 �0 (dz) (80)
hold. In [3] it is shown that for g (x) 2 L2 (X;�0) the equalityR

X
jg (x)j2 �0 (dx) = R

X
jĝ (Bz)j2 ��0 (dz) (800)

holds.
3. Theorems on convergence of densities.Theorem 1. Let the following conditions be satis�ed

1. f (x) 2 L2 (X;�0) and f̂ (z) = exp fV (z)g.
2. jV (�z)j � C�2+�� (�; z) ; C > 0 at some � > 0, where � (�; z) is continuous

with respect to � at zero for each z and � (�; Pnz) � � (�; z) ; N � 1.
3. ReV (z) � 12� kzk2 moreover � kBk2 < , where  > 0 such that

R exp� kzk2��0 (dz) <1:
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Then f (n) (x)! 1 in L2 (X;�0) ; as n!1:
Proof. From conditions 1 and 2 it follows that���hf̂ �PNBz=pn�in � 1��� � exp�n ��V �PNBz=pn���	� 1 �

� exp�n��=2�� 1pn; PNBz
��� 1 exp�n��=2�� 1pn;Bz

��� 1 :
Hence, it follows that���hf̂ �PNBz=pn�in � 1���! 0; n!1 (9)

uniformly with respect to N at each point z 2 X . From condition 3 we have���hf̂ �PNBz=pn�in � 1��� � eReV (PnBz) + 1 � e 1
2�kBzk2 + 1 � e 1

2kzk2 + 1 :
Then from (800) it follows that expn12� kBzk2o 2 L2 (X ��0). Consequently,the convergence in (9) is dominated. Allowing for (80) and (800) for given " > 0 therewill be found n0 such that for all n > n0 and N � 1 we will have

R ���f (n) (PNx)� 1���2 �0dx = R
X

���hf̂ �PNBz=pn�in � 1���2 ��0 (dz) < " :
Passing to the limit in the right hand side as N !1 we obtain

R ���f (n) (x)� 1���2 �0dx < "
for all n > n0, which proves the theorem.Theorem 2. Let the following conditions be satis�ed

1) f (x) 2 L2 (X;�0) ; ���f̂ (z)��� � expn�2 kzk2o , where � is such thatR expn� kzk2o�0 (dx) <1
2) A �mN = 0 for all the vectors �mN = (m1;m2; :::;mN ) satisfying the following

conditions.

a) if odd components is at most one.

b) If any two components are odd and at least one is more than unit, th others

are even and at least one is more that zero for any N > 1. Then f (n) (x) converges
in L2 (X;�0) as n!1.Proof. Denote by

f̂N (z) = NP
jmN j=1 ijmN jA �mN	 �mN (z) ; f̂ 00N (z) = NP

jmN j=1 ijmN jA �mN	 �mN (z)
where the prime means summation with respect to vector of the form(0:::010:::010:::0), and two primes means summation with more that two odd compo-nents. These sums represent partial sums of subseries of Fourier-Hermite series of thefunctions f̂ (z), therefore converge in L2 (X;�0) to some functions f̂ (z) and f̂ 00 (z)
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from L2 (X;�). Since f̂ 0N (z=pn) = f̂ 0N (z) =n and f̂ 00N (z=pn) = f̂ 00N

�z; 1pn
� = (pn)3,

then f̂ 0 (z) and f̂ 00 (z) also have these properties, i.e. f̂ 0N (z=pn) = f̂ 0N (z) =n;
f̂ 00N (z=pn) = f̂ 00N

�z; 1pn
� = (pn)3. Since f̂N (z) = 1 + f̂ 0N (z) + f̂ 00N (z) and

�f̂N
� zpn

��n =
2
6641 + f̂ 0N (z)

n + f̂ 00N
�z; 1pn

�
npn

3
775
n

, then as N !1 we obtain

f̂ (z) = 1 + f̂ 0 (z) + f̂ 00 (z) ; �f̂N
� zpn

��n =
2
6641 + f̂ 0 (z)n + f̂ 00�z; 1pn

�
npn

3
775
n

;

where the equality are satis�ed almost everywhere with respect to measure �0 andf̂ 00�z; 1pn
� is almost everywhere �nite function at any n � 1. Hence, it follows thathf̂ (z;pn)i ! expnf̂ 0 (z)o, as n ! 1 almost everywhere with respect to measure�0. From condition 1 of the theorem it follows that����

�f̂ � zpn
��n���� � he�2 kz=pnk2in = e�2 kzk2 ; z 2 X

Consequently, expnf̂ 0 (z)o 2 L2 (X;�0) :.It is known [5] that the Fourier-Wiener transformation in L2 (X;�) has inversion.Therefore, denote by g (x) such fucntion from L2 (X;�0) which by its Fourier-Wienertransformation has expnf̂ 0 (z)o. Then the Plancherel equality
R ���f (n) (x)� g (x)���2 �0dx = R ����

�f̂ � zpn
��n � ef̂ 0(z)����2 �0dz

holds.In the right hand side we have dominated convergence to zero of integrand, con-sequently, the integral in the right hand side of equality converges to zero. Hencef (n) (x) ! g (x) in mean square. When expnf̂ 0 (z)o = 1 then g (x) = 1 and
f (n) (x)! 1 (m.s.) as n!1.
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